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Abstra t
This paper des ribes what we see as fundamental
diÆ ulties in both the pure ubiquitous omputing and
pure wearable omputing paradigms when applied to
ontext-aware appli ations. In parti ular, ubiquitous
omputing and smart room systems tend to have difulties with priva y and personalization, while wearable systems have trouble with lo alized information,
lo alized resour e ontrol, and resour e management
between multiple people. These diÆ ulties are disussed, and a peer-to-peer network of wearable and
ubiquitous omputing omponents is proposed as a solution. This solution is demonstrated through several
implemented appli ations.
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Introdu tion

Ubiquitous omputing and wearable omputing
have been posed as polar opposites even though they
are often applied in very similar appli ations. Here
we rst outline the advantages and disadvantages of
ea h and propose that the two perspe tives have omplementary problems. We then attempt to demonstrate that the failing of both ubiquitous and wearable omputing an be alleviated by the development
of systems that properly mix the two. This on ept
is demonstrated by the des ription of several appliations that have been developed using Hive, a distributed agent ar hite ture that supports peer-to-peer
messaging for reating de entralized systems

1.1 Ubiquitous Computing
When Mark Weiser oined the phrase \ubiquitous
omputing" in 1988 he envisioned omputers embedded in walls, in tabletops, and in everyday obje ts. In
ubiquitous omputing, a person might intera t with
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hundreds of omputers at a time, ea h invisibly embedded in the environment and wirelessly ommuniating with ea h other [1℄. Closely related to the ubiquitous omputing vision is the more entralized idea
of smart rooms, where a room might ontain multiple
sensors that keep tra k of the omings and goings of
the people around [2℄.
Many appli ations have been demonstrated in ubiquitous omputing and smart rooms. Some of these
have on entrated on intelligent on guration of an
environment based on who is in the room. For example, air onditioners and lights might automati ally
turn o when no one is in the room, or blinds may
open and lose depending on natural light levels in the
room [3℄. Other appli ations have implemented what
is alled proximate sele tion interfa es, where obje ts
that are nearby are automati ally easier to sele t. For
example, a print ommand might automati ally default to the nearest printer [4℄. In a similar vein is the
presentation of ontextual information, where information or annotations about a parti ular lo ation or
obje t are automati ally displayed to a person when
she enters an area. Finally, systems have been reated
that wat h a user's lo ation and a tions and store that
information in an automati diary [5℄.

1.2 Problems with ubiquitous omputing
In the purest form of ubiquitous omputing, all
omputation is ontained in the environment rather
than on the person. This extreme has several problems.


Priva y issues

: Probably the most important
problem is that ubiquitous omputing environments pose serious priva y risks. By wat hing
everything a user does these systems have the potential to leak all our a tions, preferen es, and loations to others unknown to us, now or in the
future. Unfortunately it seems to be a truism

that the most useful information is also the most
personal. For example, several experiments at
Xerox PARC, EuroPARC, and the Olivetti Resear h Center used a tive badge systems to support lo ation-based information and ollaboration. In these systems, parti ipants wear badges
that broad ast their lo ation to sensors positioned
in ea h room [6℄. The resear hers suggested a
ombination of both te hni al and so ial me hanisms to help address this problem. However, as
Foner points out [7℄, sometimes good se urity and
a strong orporate priva y poli y is not enough
to prote t a person's priva y. Central databases
are a prime target for subpoena, and the more
pla es that sensitive information resides the more
potential pla es there are to ompromise that information. Finally, there are always situations
where someone should not trust the environment
to keep her information se ure. One ase is in
the ustomer-provider relationship, where we already have seen a large interest in logging ustomer pro les and buying habits to in rease sales.
Another ase is when entering a hostile environment. For example, if a businessman is entering
a ompetitors ompany to negotiate a ontra t,
he probably would not like all his personal prole information to automati ally be uploaded to
their system where it might be viewed to gain an
unfair advantage.


DiÆ ulty with personalized information

:
The se ond problem is that it is often diÆ ult to
maintain personalization of ubiquitous omputing
system. In the worst ase, every time a new person joins a work-group or ommunity her personal
pro le needs to be added to every devi e. Even
if all the devi es and environments on a ampus
share a personal pro le database, pro les need to
be updated every time she moves to a new site.

1.3 Wearable omputing to the res ue (?)
The wearable perspe tive suggests that instead of
putting sensors and ameras in the room, put them
on the person. In the purest form, the wearable user
would do all dete tion and sensing on her body, requiring no environmental infrastru ture at all.
Wearables o er a solution to most of the problems
mentioned above. Be ause the wearable always travels with the wearer, personal pro les never need to
be transfered to a new environment. And be ause a
wearable might stay with a user for many years her
pro le an automati ally evolve over time. Further-

more, wearable omputers are an inherently more private lo ation for sensitive data be ause it never needs
to leave the person. If the data is never transmitted it be omes mu h harder to inter ept, and the distribution of personal pro les a ross several wearables
(possibly owned by many entities, ea h with a vested
interest in keeping his own data private) makes them
a less onvenient target for ompromise, subpoena, or
strong-arm ta ti s.
Of ourse, one might still infer a person's lo ation
by the fa t that a room's resour es are being ontrolled
by a parti ular network address. TraÆ analysis is a
serious threat to priva y, and the TCP/IP proto ols
have no features for anonymity. At the appli ation
level, a possible solution is bun hing together many
requests in a s heme su h as Crowds [8℄. At the network level, Chaum Mixes su h as the Onion Routing
system [9℄ show promise. Of ourse, the physi ality of
wearable appli ations may make traÆ analysis unne essary if an eavesdropper is at the end resour e itself.
For example, if my oÆ e light re eives a request to
light up, it is not hard to surmise that I am at work
no matter how anonymous the request was. However,
sin e this requires an eavesdropper at the end resour e
(i.e. at my oÆ e light) there is still no entral point of
atta k. Finally, sometimes priva y leaks are inherent
in the appli ation itself. For example, an appli ation
that shows where a person is on a map has no hoi e
but to reveal that information; that's its job. Our goal
is not to maintain total priva y, but rather to design
a system whereby personal data is distributed on a
need-to-know basis.
Many wearable systems have been demonstrated
that a t very similar to smart rooms and ubiquitous
omputing. For example, wearables have been used
to reate proximate sele tion interfa es for room ontrol [10℄ as well as personalized room ontrollers for
the disabled [11℄. Wearable systems have also been
used to help reate automati diaries of a user's state
over time, both for health monitoring appli ations and
video diaries [12℄[13℄. Finally, many appli ations exist
that present ontext-based information su h as tourguides [14℄[15℄ and general notes related to a user's
ontext [16℄ [17℄. In these systems lo ation is sensed
on the wearable either by GPS (for outdoors) or indoors by lo ation bea ons. The lo ation bea ons are
essentially the same as the a tive badges used in ubiquitous omputing, ex ept that instead of being worn
by a person to broad ast his identity they are pla ed in
rooms to broad ast lo ations [18℄[10℄. Similar systems
have used paper labels that are re ognized through
ma hine vision to re ognize a lo ation or obje t [19℄

Table 1: Features provided by Ubi omp vs. Wearables
Feature
Priva y
Personalization
Lo alized information
Lo alized ontrol
Resour e Management

Ubi omp
X
X
X

Wearables
X
X

[20℄, while still others re ognize obje ts or lo ations
without any tagging or infrastru ture at all [21℄[22℄.

1.4 Problems with wearable omputing
Wearable systems are well suited to providing priva y and personalizations, but they tend to la k in
other areas:






Lo alized information

: Just as smart rooms
are ill-suited for personalized information, wearable omputer systems have trouble maintaining
lo alized information. For example, if information about a single lo ation gets updated then
every wearable needs to be given the new information. Furthermore, is it often diÆ ult for a
wearable system to sense information beyond the
user's lo al area.

Lo alized ontrol

system an have the advantages of both. This synthesis is demonstrated by several appli ations that have
been developed using Hive, a distributed agent ar hite ture that links programs running on wearable omputers, desktop omputers, and \things that think"
[23℄. While the details of Hive are beyond the s ope
of this paper, a brief des ription is in order. For a
more thorough dis ussion, see the itation [24℄.

2

Hive

Hive is a distributed agents platform, a de entralized system for building appli ations by networking
lo al resour es. The key abstra tion in Hive is the
software agent: appli ations are built out of an e ology of multiple agents intera ting over the network.
From a programmer's perspe tive, ea h Hive agent
is a distributed Java obje t and an exe ution thread.
However, Hive agents also implement the following
properties:


Agents are autonomous: Agents

an be sent
into a system and entrusted to arry out goals
without dire t human mi ro-management.

Agents are proa tive



: Be ause agents have
their own threads, they an a t independent of
other running agents. They en apsulate omputational a tivity.



: an ontology of
agent apabilities an be used to des ribe and
dis over available servi es. Hive agent des riptions onsist of both a synta ti des ription (represented by the Java lass of the agent) and a
semanti des ription written in the Resour e Des ription Format (RDF). RDF is in turn en oded
in the eXtensible Markup Language (XML).

Agents are self-des ribing

: If a wearable is used to ontrol a resour e o the persons body, su h as a
stereo, big s reen display, or air onditioner, it
is often mu h easier to design the system with
the resour e-spe i drivers in the devi e itself.
When low-level ontrol is left to the wearable it
tends to produ e higher demands on the wearable's CPU and wireless network and ne essitates
that the wearable have ode to ontrol ea h kind
of devi e that might be dis overed.



Wearables are also
not well suited to managing resour es among several people. When more than one wearable user
wants to use the same stereo, for example, often it is desirable to have a more intelligent system than simply allowing the last request to take
pre eden e.

an work together
to omplete a task. Hive agents an ommuni ate
both through an asyn hronous event / subs riber
mode and through Java RMI (Remote Method
Invo ation). Agent ommuni ation is ompletely
peer-to-peer, so an agent might both send and
re eive at di erent times.



: Agents an move from
one physi al devi e to another.

Resour e management:

1.5 Having your ake and eating it too
In this paper we argue that by properly ombining wearable omputing and ubiquitous omputing, a

Agents an intera t: Agents

Agents an be mobile

Along with agents, the Hive ar hite ture de nes
\shadows." Shadows are the low-level drivers for the
physi al resour es of a parti ular obje t. For se urity, only lo al agents an a ess a parti ular shadow.

All remote agents that wish to a ess lo al resour es
must go through lo al agents. Finally, Hive de nes
the on ept of a \ ell" whi h en apsulates a group of
agents. The ell is essentially a Java pro ess that implements an environment within whi h the agents operate. Generally there will be one ell per lo al obje t
or wearable omputer, though this is not a hard and
fast rule. Agents are free to ommuni ate and move
between ells. Hive also provides a graphi al interfa e
to view and manipulate agent intera tions. The interfa e is itself just one more Hive agent that re eives
and displays agent events.

2.1 Agent Dis overy
In mobile appli ations su h as those des ribed
above it is parti ularly useful to be able to identify
what resour es are available in a given area, or with
a given set of riteria. Hive supports the dis overy of
new agents through two kinds of lookups. Agents an
be queried both based on their synta ti des ription
and on their semanti des ription. Semanti des riptions in lude information su h as a resour e's owner
or the room it lives in.
Using this infrastru ture, several agents have been
reated to make resour e nding simple for wearable omputer users. For example, a \resour e nder
agent" has been reated that re eives lo ation events
and produ es sets of agents whose semanti des ription mat hes that lo ation. These agent sets an then
be winnowed further by other resour e nder agents
that are looking for spe i servi es like stereo equipment or large-s reen monitors. For more information
on agent dis overy in Hive, see the ited thesis [25℄.
To bootstrap the initial list of ells, a resour e nder
agent onta ts a known master ell-listing agent. The
reation of new agents are announ ed to subs ribing
agents in the form of events, or a spe ial ell-managing
agent an be queried.

2.2 Hive with wearables
In our system, ea h wearable omputer is simply
another Hive ell in a de entralized Hive network.
The peer-to-peer relationships of Hive are a primary
di eren e between our model and the lient-server
model used by Hodes [10℄ and by Kortuem [26℄. We
have found this more symmetri ar hite ture espeially useful when implementing appli ations su h as
the \Where's Brad?" agent des ribed below, where
the wearable user is not the primary re ipient or user
of information. Sometimes the wearable is the interfa e to an external servi e, sometimes the wearable

is a servi e provider for an agent in the environment
(or on another wearable), and sometimes the wearable
and environment are intera ting.
Hive itself is a Java program. For the wearable
side, it runs on the Lizzy wearable omputers developed by Thad Starner [27℄, with the Digital Roamabout wireless system for network onne tivity. To
gather lo ation information, several rooms in the media lab have been equipped with the \lo ust" lo ation
bea ons [28℄. These bea ons are based on a 4MHz PIC
16C84 mi ro- ontroller and measure about 1" by 3".
The original lo usts ommuni ated via infrared, but
our urrent ones have been modi ed by Alex Loer
of British Tele om to broad ast via RF. This makes
it possible to over an area with fewer bea ons, and
obviates the need to pla e them in line-of-site of a
wearable. The range varies depending on other equipment in a room, but one or two bea ons will usually
over a small room adequately.

Figure 1: A s reen-shot of the Hive user interfa e,
showing onne tions between several agents. In this
on guration, events ow from the lo ust shadow (far
left), to an agent that onverts the bea on to a lo ation, to a resour e nder agent. Resour es for a given
lo ation are then passed to a DJ- nder agent and a
display- nder agent.

3

Appli ations

The appli ations listed below have been implemented and are urrently running on the Lizzy wear-

able and in the lab. The appli ations range from the
useful to the whimsi al, and have been hosen to display a range of requirements, in luding priva y, personalization, lo alized resour es, and s ar e resour e
management. The appli ations are listed starting with
those that emphasize the wearable. The list ontinues
through appli ations that use both wearable and the
environment, and ends with those that primarily emphasize the environment. Next to the name of ea h appli ation, the salient features demonstrated are listed
in parentheses.

3.1 Automati diary (priva y)
One of the simplest appli ations is an automati
event logger. As a user walks between rooms, the
shadow in harge of re eiving RF lo ust bea ons automati ally sends the new lo ation to its subs ribers
on the wearable's Hive ell. One of these agents simply writes the urrent lo ation to disk. Whenever the
wearable user types in a note or idea, that note is automati ally timestamped and tagged with the lo ation
in whi h that note took pla e [16℄. Unlike ubiquitous
omputing automati diaries (e.g. [5℄), the user's loation never leaves the wearable.
In this agent, all omputation o urs on the wearable. No omputation o urs in the environment, exept in the transmitting lo ation bea ons.

3.2 Proximate sele tion of a big-s reen
display (priva y, lo alized resour es)
Sometimes a wearable user wants to proje t a display on a large s reen for others to view. With this
appli ation, typing a single hord on the hording keyboard automati ally puts the urrent Ema s bu er
onto the nearest s reen, where it an be edited by
multiple people.
When the user enters a new room a resour e
nder agent automati ally looks for any display agents
within the room. If one is found, the display agent is
queried for its X-windows s reen name, whi h is then
written to a le. The s reen name is then used by
XEma s to display the le.
In this appli ation most omputation still o urs on
the wearable. However, the s reens that are available
for a given lo ation are maintained in that physi al
lo ation. If a display name hanges or a new one is
added, the only information that needs to be updated
is in the room itself.

3.3 Theme musi (priva y, personalization, lo alized resour es)
One of the original inspirations for this work was
that the primary author wanted to have theme musi played whenever he entered his oÆ e. We have
therefore implemented a room automation system in
the form of a theme-musi agent. Whenever a wearable user enters a room, this agent tries to nd a DJ
agent that runs on a omputer hooked up to a stereo
for that room. If it nds one, and if the DJ isn't urrently playing musi , it sends the URL of a an MP3
le ontaining the user's personal theme musi (for example, the \Inspe tor Gadget" theme). This musi is
then played, usually to the annoyan e of everyone else
in the room.
This is the rst agent des ribed that a tually performs negotiation with a lo alized resour e. The wearable keeps tra k of private information (the user's lo ation) and personalized information (the theme musi ).
At the same time, the DJ agent maintains resour e information like whether musi is already being played.
It also maintains nal ontrol over the lo al hardware
(the stereo), as will be seen in the next agent des ription.

3.4 DJ (priva y, personalization, lo alized resour es, resour e management)
As is implied by the theme-musi agent, people
might not want their DJ agent to play musi whenever someone enters the room, or only want ertain
kinds of musi played, or want to make sure that no
one hogs the DJ with his own taste in musi . For
this reason, the DJ agent implements resour e management poli ies to insure fairness. In the default ase,
a DJ takes requests sequentially and plays one request
for ea h agent that has a song. Thus people's requests
will be played in a round-robin fashion, one request
per person.
It is diÆ ult to do resour e management in a ompletely de entralized, wearable-only system, and so it
is extremely onvenient to let the DJ itself do the management with the resour e it ontrols. At the same
time, the DJ needn't know who is in the room, nor
need it keep pro les of favorite songs for people who
might visit the room. This information is kept on individual wearables. When a DJ- nder agent nds a DJ
agent it automati ally sends a play-list of song URLs.

3.5 Remembran e Agent (priva y, personalization, lo alized information)

An earlier version of an entirely wearable-based remembran e agent (RA) has been des ribed in previous
publi ations [16℄. In the old version a user's lo ation
and other ontextual information was used as a query
into her personal note les to proa tively bring up information that may be useful in her urrent environment. This version worked well for making suggestions
from personal data be ause all the database was stored
on the wearable itself, where it was easily personalized
and kept private. However, for the reasons dis ussed
earlier it was diÆ ult to maintain information about
the environment in the database. In the ombination
ubiquitous / wearable omputing system, users an
integrate personal and lo alized data seamlessly. An
early version of this ombined system was used with
an augmented reality system for the Media Lab's 10th
anniversary open house in 1995 [19℄.
As an example, imagine a wearable that a ts as a
tour guide at a museum. As the visitor moves through
various exhibits, extra information about ea h site is
presented on her wearable. Be ause this information
is lo ation spe i , it is more easily maintained if it
resides in the museum databases and is only sent to
a visitor's wearable she enter the exhibit area. However, other information is personal: the fourth-grader
would like to know how this exhibit is related to the
worksheets he did last week, while the anthropologist
would like to know how an exhibit relates to her dissertation. In the new system, resour e agents asso iated with an exhibit provide varying levels of detailed
des ription to the RA. These des riptions an be presented to the visitor as exhibit-spe i information,
but an also be used as more info for the query into
the personal remembran e agent. In this way, the museum an update exhibit information in its database,
while visitors an keep personal data lo ally on their
own wearable omputers, and both an be presented
in a ontext-sensitive manner.
In this appli ation, information and omputation
are shared equally between the wearable and the environment. Personal information is still kept private on
on the wearable, as is the visitor's lo ation. Lo alized
information is kept in the environment where it an
be updated easily.

3.6 Context-aware alert ltering (priva y, personalization, lo alized information)
The message ltering agent re eives alerts, ommuni ations, and other information that might interest
a wearable user and lters based on the wearer's ontext and personal pro le. For example, if the wearer is
at the media lab, messages relating to the lab appear
on his or her head-mount display. These messages
in lude requests to play doom death-mat hes and automati ally generated messages announ ing food has
been left in the lab kit hen. When outside the lab,
these messages are not displayed. The agent also lters based on a personal pro le. For example, announ ements of in oming emails an be ltered to only
show personal mail or mail mentioning ertain keywords. Negative keyword lists an also be used, for
example, to lter out announ ements of Indian food
in parti ular.
This appli ation also shares omputation and information between the environment and the wearable.
Personal pro les are kept on the wearable where they
an be updated easily, transported to new environments, and where they an be kept private. Contextual ltering is also done at the wearable so the ontextual ues being used (e.g. lo ation) an be kept
private. However, triggered information like the arrival of food are pro essed in the environment sin e
they are outside the sensor range of the wearable.

3.7 \Where's brad?" agent (priva y, personalization, lo alized resour es)
While the agents des ribed so far are servi es
mainly for the wearable user, the ar hite ture makes
it easy for the wearable to a t as a servi e provider as
well. The \Where's brad?" agent runs on a omputer
anywhere at the media-lab and produ es a map that
shows the urrent lo ation of a wearable user. This
agent uses the same resour e dis overy tools as do the
agents on the wearable, ex ept now instead of nding
agents asso iated with a lo ation they nd agents asso iated with a parti ular person. The amount of dislosure is ontrolled at the wearable end. For example,
the wearable an de ide to only allow ertain agents
to subs ribe to lo ation information, or an only reveal ertain info to ertain people. This priva y poli y
might not simply be a hierar hy of in reasing a ess.
For example, a user might want a poli y where oworkers will his lo ation if he is within the workpla e, but
will only see a \not here" if he is outside. Friends and

family may see more detailed information outside of
work, but only see an \at work" otherwise.
This agent primarily emphasizes information being
displayed in the environment, for people other than
the wearable user. However, be ause a person's lo ation is provided by agents running on his own wearable, he an still maintain ne-grained ontrol over
sensitive information.

4

Related Work

While we have our own take on implementation,
the appli ations des ribed in this paper were deliberately hosen to be similar in fun tion to ommon appli ations found in ubiquitous and wearable omputing. These systems have been des ribed earlier in the
paper. In part be ause of the diÆ ulties ited earlier,
others have also designed hybrid wearable / ubiquitous
omputing systems. Of parti ular note are Kortuem
[26℄ and Hodes [10℄ who both des ribe wearable systems that dis over room resour es and automati ally
download interfa es to ontrol them. However, both
of these systems follow a lient-server model, whi h
makes them less suited for appli ations where ontrol
rests more in the environment and less on the wearable. This work is also related to toolkits for building
ontext-aware appli ations su h as the ontext-aware
toolkit developed at Georgia Te h [29℄.
The Hive infrastru ture is also losely related to
several several distributed agent ar hite tures, the
losest being Sun's Jini system [30℄. Both Hive and
Jini are Java-based agent ar hite tures, both rely on
RMI distributed obje ts and mobile ode, and both
systems represent devi es and apabilities on the network, proxying if ne essary. However, there are some
design di eren es that make Hive more exible than
Jini for these parti ular kinds of appli ations. One is
that Jini does not have the on eptual split between
shadows (trusted ontrollers of lo al resour es) and
agents (possibly untrusted, possibly mobile ode that
ommuni ates with shadows and other agents). This
split gives Hive a useful abstra tion barrier similar to
devi e drivers in an operating system. Hive also has
a more lo ation-dependent model of omputation. In
Hive, an agent's ell an indi ate where the agent is
physi ally, what resour es it has a ess to, et . Jini
fo uses mostly on servi es; the a tual pla e a servi e
is hosted on is not a major part of the Jini model. For
a more detailed omparison between Hive, Jini, and
other agent ar hite tures, see the itation [24℄.

5

Future Work

The interfa es to almost all the appli ations des ribed are impli it rather than expli it; the user annot hoose an a tion other than the default a tion in
a given environment. For many appli ations, a ombination of expli it and impli it interfa es is ne essary.
For example, the user might need ne- ontrol over a
slide proje tor, or want to spe ify a di erent play-list
for a DJ agent. Negotiating interfa e requirements is
still an open resear h issue, espe ially when di erent
users may have di erent interfa e hardware.
Another open resear h topi is making servi e disovery s alable. Currently agents are ltered using semanti and synta ti des riptions, but the initial set
of Hive ells to query for potentially useful agents is
provided by a entral server. This works ne for our
small-s ale system, but will not s ale to hundreds of
ells in the world. Models in lude hierar hi al stru tures as used for Domain Name Servi e (DNS) [31℄,
or lo ation bea ons that in lude a bootstrapping address for downloading servi e information [10℄. However, both methods onstrain servi e dis overy along
a onstrained and pre-determined dimension su h as
servi e name or physi al lo ation. They do not lend
themselves to free-form servi e dis overy along several
potentially shifting dimensions.

6

Con lusions

We have presented what we see as fundamental difulties in both pure ubiquitous and pure wearable
omputing paradigms. In parti ular, ubiquitous omputing and smart room systems tend to have diÆulties with priva y and personalization, while wearable systems have trouble with lo alized information,
lo alized resour e ontrol, and resour e management
between multiple people. By implementing several appli ations that span this spa e of requirements we have
tried to show how a peer-to-peer network of wearable
and ubiquitous omputing omponents, with proper
information ow, an help solve these diÆ ulties.
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